This study targets researching in the Russian-American relations during the period
which is called the military, economic of political colonialism.
The contemporary way to achieve this goal is imposing the powers over other countries without intervention in their interior politics.
This policy is based upon extending powers, and gaining more sovereignty over the affairs of the international society and intervention in any national matters that are important even if they didn't touch their interests, the matter which will make them use the system of coalitions, the variety of power resources in order to keep its status as a major country and what is related to this system of such merits.
Historically, the resources of achieving the national security has been varied a lot between countries, as these countries have known the clash and pressing on other countries, and they also have known the common cooperation between them when they have acknowledged that this clash will affect their security.
Based upon this, the study will be keen on researching on the nature of relations between Russia and USA during the reign of Vladimir Putin in matters of the relations of competition and cooperation caused by difference or correspondence in interests of both countries, as USA is now considered the biggest power in the world after the collapse of the Soviet Union. United States of America always is keen on controlling the international relations and the current international system through facing and challenging Russia.
Second: The Aspects of Competition between Russia and USA
Because of the international played by USA and Russia, the pillars of competitions have been varied; the same took place with issues on which they were competing whether in the geographic field, or the matters of these issues, taking into account that Russia's behavior is just reactions to the deeds of America.
In the forthcoming paragraph, we will tackle these important issues:
(
1) United States of America, Mid and East Europe Countries
United States of America has been sufficient in the Cold War in its position towards the countries of mid and east Europe, which is the hide park of Russia by the political and media incitement besides defaming the iron fest policy of the Russian Regime against the reform movements in order to throw them away from the cadre of the Russian sovereignty without receiving any political or military support from the United States, the matter which enables these countries from achieving this target, but after signing the Treaty of Helsinki between Russia and USA in 1975, in which the Soviet Union has committed to keep the human rights, respect them, stopping suppression against freedoms, and civil uprising with an iron fest, supported by the USA, as done also by the anti-powers with Moscow in Warsaw Coalition.
In addition to what is mentioned before, the United States sought to extend the NATO towards the east in spite of the Russian opposition, this keen interest was in favor of the United States and the countries of Eastern Europe, as this country was a field of a historical clash between Germany and Russia, thus USA wanted to add the countries of eastern Europe to the NATO, otherwise else this will shape a great risk against the USA, which has a target from this which is sieging Germany and Russia, especially when the relations between countries became very powerful during the reign of Putin in Russia and Schroeder in Germany, to the extent that this relation may considered as a German-Russian coalition against USA.
Additionally, the strategy of Bush the son towards the countries of mid and eastern Europe was based upon supporting the colorful revolutions in this region, as this revolutions were based upon civil resistance, oppositions, and demonstrations in addition to the use of a unified symbol as a rose, so USA was keen on supporting these revolutions in order to use these countries as militaries bases to siege Russia, or giving them military aids and the chance to be members in the NATO. For instance, USA was able to extend its powers to Georgia, as it supported Georgia with modern military equipment in order to help it with its fight against terrorism, as member of Al-Qaeda used an English tunnel to use it as a safe place. Also, Georgia is considered as an important base for USA especially in its intervention in Iraq in order to prepare the airports to serve the American forces. Washington is afraid from the success of the Iraqi forces in attacking the American forces in Turkey, while the Georgian bases will be safe.
The importance of Georgia springs from the continuance of the traditional American method in preventing the choice of Russia to sovereign the region of Caucasus by turning Georgia as an American ally in a region rich of oil resources.
Additionally, America has supported the independence of Kosovo Province which was belonging to Yugoslavia before chattering and considered Serbia as a part of it; this is considered as a try from the USA to fill the emptiness in the Balkans after the collapse of the Socialist group in one hand, and enabling the USA from controlling the oils of Eastern Asia on the other hand, and distribution of this oil in a gas pipe like the line of (Ambo) which starts from the port of Boughs in Bulgaria to the Black Sea and spans for (900 km) in Macedonia to the port of (floor) in Albania, this line gives the machines to use it safely and quickly in addition to its low prices from Mid-Asia to USA, so USA built a military base in Kosovo to secure this line.
(2) The USA and Asian countries a. The USA and the Medium Asia
The medium-Asian and Caucasian region has become an arena for competition between the USA and Russia, that is because this region has a strategic location as it is the key of the Arabic Gulf region -dominating it means controlling all the East in addition to the fuel and gas sources. The USA has extending its powers over this region under "prohibiting the Islamic fundamentalism" as it would aim at protecting its independence from this fundamentalism; in the same time, Russia thinks that this region is its normal power region so it -Russia -has faced the American dominance over this region while the USA -in its tries to minimize the Russian role in this region -seeks to make the medium-Asian and Caucasian countries involve in economical and political problems, which helps the USA to expand the NATO membership by offering the American assistance in all fields: political, economical or military. The rocket shield can be deemed as one of these methods indicating this intervention.
For the purpose of extending the American domination over the region, excluding the Russian effect and preventing the establishment of any strategic regional coalition leaded by Russia in the region, the USA performs these following security procedures:
Supporting the military concentration of its troops and the NATO troops in the military bases in Afghanistan making pressure and intimidation factor against the medium-Asian countries, and as launch stations, getting through in order to strategically control the region and strengthen the cooperation with Azerbaijan and Georgia in the Caucasian region.
Trying to make some medium-Asian countries rent their lands to the USA to build its military bases for the USA and the NATO, that was successful in Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan.
Supporting bloodless coups required for many pro-Russian regimes.
b. The USA and the east-south Asian countries
To better achieve a complete blockade over Russia, the USA intents to enforce its presence in the Asian regionPacific ocean; the American president, Bush the son, make his largest tour in this region in 17 October 2003 as he visited six countries in the East-Asian region (Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia, Australia, Japan, Philippine).
(1) Second course:
It'd be through holding a number of military alliances with all the countries in the region separately. Those countries are represented in the American-Japanese, American-South Korean, American-Philippines, American-Thailand and American-News eland Australian alliance.
(2) Multi-parties alliance with the countries in the region
The most prominent features and activities of the regional forum of Asian Association.
(3) Strategic partnership course
One of the most prominent common military trainings among USA and the countries in the region is the attempt of USA to cooperate with both of Japan and India aiming at embracing China as it's considered a strategic opponent and reject the American sovereignty over the region. In this regard, USA uses a number of cards such as the human rights in China, north Korea and pressure card for the oil Chinese interests abroad card.
As for Japan, it believe that its alliance is insensible matter due to the conflict raised with China whether related to Taiwan or Japan which gave its petroleum companies the right of drilling for the prospected petrol and gas which called the demarcation line in the east China sea .As for India, the USA see it as a reliable alley for confronting the growing Chinese power from one side and the new dangers in the center and south of Asia such as escalation of the Islamic Political Movements opposed to USA from another side. For such reason, USA moved to the strategic understanding with India after incidents of 11 September, 2001 in respect of Kashmir issue
As for the desire of India to promote its relationships and cooperation with USA, it's represented in the India vision of China as a traditional source of threat and its security. In addition to that, it didn't settle their border problems with the other neighbors.
As for USA, it sees India not just as in parallel to China but also as performing a major role with USA under a complicated network of Asian powers and commercial relations. Moreover.
By such way, USA causes the existence of a strategic axis in Japan and India under the sponsorship of America in face of China.
(4) Russian Position from USA Policies
When Putin come to be Russian President, he put some principles for Russian foreign policy which was called "Putin Doctrine". He tried to mix between New Euro-Atlantic trend and Euro-Russian Trend. That gives Russia good international place and several alternatives without making any conflict with USA or Europe. Putin did not want Russia to be affiliate country as it was in Yeltsin's period, or in conflict as it was in USSR's period. Therefore, Putin focused on making Russia recovering its role in Asia and Middle East gradually and to cooperate with countries on Pacific Asian Coast. Due to West and USA extension in Russian back areas, Putin policies was not limited on preventive or negative defense against this extension. His policy depended on attacking strategic policy for recovering its influence in these republics. His policy focused on the following pivots:
To depend on civil wars atmosphere which gives Russia the chance to interfere and control post USSR Republics.
To depend on Ethnics Groups against countries that cooperate with West against Moscow.
To Side with one country (post USSR Republics) against the other during boarders disputes.
To maintain Russian Influence inside new Republics, specially Republics that have big Russian Ethnic group in these countries and to support local leaders adherent to Russia.
Putin handling with USA Policy aiming at seeing Russia could be detailed as following:
(1) Russia and Central Asia Countries
As Russian territory in Asia extends from its utmost east to its utmost west, Russia considered Central Asia Area (which were part of post USSR with huge natural wealth, specially oil and Gas) as its influence area. Russia considered USA influence increase in this area a threat to its interests. In additions, Russia want to prevent strong Islamic blocs on its southern boarders and to control separation disputes in this area. It aims at preventing all forms of regional unite or establishing big country on its boarders. Central Asia countries participated, from the begging, in Russia also approached to develop here cooperative relations in the filed of energy. Eastern Europe countries depend mainly on Russia for supporting their needs from Oil and Gas. The project of "South Current" is considered as one of the most important energy projects that has special priority for Russian. This gas pipeline will be extended from Caspian Sea area through Turkey to Austria. The new trends in Putin's period means that Russia has a desire to achieve some kind of partnership and cooperation with Eastern neighbor countries instead of extending hegemony on the area.
But Russia does not allow USA to siege its vital field in Eastern European countries, or penetrating its national security. This construes its position from Georgia. Georgia-Russia conflict is aroused following Georgian troops attempt to overcome Southern Austria by military forces, attacking Russian peace forces found in Austria .
(3) Russia and China Agreement for Facing USA Attempt for Seizing it
Russia, in Putin period tried to recover lost USSR place. Whereas Russia and China are two giants from Eastern Asia, they agreed to prevent USA from penetrating Eastern and Central Asia. In this case, Russia shall find allies. Therefore, the idea of regional allies come to existence. In 2001, Russia and China signed friendship treaty based on good neighboring and mutual coordination for closing their point of views concerning different regional and international common interests. 
(4) Coup d'état attempt and nomination of Washington-allied systems
For purpose of establishing a strong base in implementation of its strategy aimed at prevailing the military existence in this critical and natural fortune-enriched region.
While the institutional formula of the Russian -Chinese alliance was represented in establishing Shanghais Cooperation Organization (SCO) which forms 60% of Eurasia lands and 25% of the world population. The organization has been established in 1996, it was called Shanghais Fifth. At the beginning it included both of Russia and China plus three countries of Central Asia.However the possibility of interest-conflict to happen in the future between both Russian and China due to rapid growth of China in all fields, the common interests between them are greater than the conflict points. The reason behind their similarity is may be their rejection to the American policy and the trials to restore their international position and role which retreated in the recent years for the benefit of Washington progress. Also, the military American prevalence in Afghanistan and a number of Central Asia countries forms a direct threat to the regional and strategic Russian-Chinese interests. The more important event is the document of confirming confidence among the countries group and reducing the number of military forces and their provisions along the borders between the organization countries. In addition, there are a set of treaties in fields of economic-military cooperation.
In an attempt to evaluate capabilities of this organization, it possesses qualifications which make it, in the near future, an international power with strong impact all over the world. It represent a geographical and human extension with no separates, plus the military power of Russia and China, economical capabilities and natural wealth.
For purpose of boaster a serious security cooperation, an a convention has been signed between the organization and Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) on Oct. 2007 which indicates that each one of the two organizations is considered to be an integral part of the organization established by Russian in Eurasia .
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It's prima facie in politics and human relationships in general that there no permanent friendships or permanent hostility but there is always permanent interests. Accordingly, the national interest is the one which should govern the countries policy in respect of competition or cooperation. Through a vision inspired by cooperation not by competition and confrontation with USA, as the case was under the Soviet union, and not by subordination, as the case was in the Yeltsin period, Russian leadership developed a deep belief that there are no longer east or west but just a group of the greatest countries where USA comes in first and that Russia has a strong bond of real interests with USA which are difficult to waive even in the most critical issues affects the Russian interests.
In other words, there is a limit for the conflict arises between the two sides. We find that Russia is keen not to ascend the situation to the diplomatic confrontation and the verbal expressions in objection to the American policy. So it avoid any direct military confrontation arise between them.
Due to the nature of interest between Russian and USA, there are horizons of cooperation in a number of issues which could be highlighted as follows:
(1) Economy and Energy
For these purposes, Russia has its cooperative relationships and real interests with the USA and European countries. Although the security and political issues are so important, the economical cooperation between the USA and the western Europe is more critical as the Russian leadership is supported by a strategic partnership with the USA and Europe, which represents a common governing trend in the Russian external politics. For the energy sector, Russia is deemed a giant in this field as it has the seventh of the largest fuel reserves in the world and it is the largest country as to the gas reserves. Russia has become the largest producer of the fuel in the world in 2006, and the first country in the world as to the gas exportation. Their exports of the fuel, gas and metals are about 80% of the total Russian exports. Russia follows a strategy to support its competitive capability in the market of fuel and well controlling the reds for transporting and distributing fuel through its common project with the USA and Europe. The Russian Lukoil is a cooperative cooperation with the American ConocoPhillips, called "Naria Ghar for fuel & gas" to invest the field of fuel and gas in the northern European region in Russia, as to 70% of the shares held by the Russian company and 30% held by the American company.
It does not mean that the cooperation relationships with the USA and Europe, in the field of energy, are smoothly managed, although there is some fear about the increasing Russian fuel powers in the American and European markets. Since the energy sources: fuel & gas, are not only commercial articles but also strategic and geopolitical ones, this fuel power makes the USA feel afraid about the fuel supplies which can be used by Russia as a political weapon; these fears are emphasized by the crisis when the Russian gas supplies to Ukraine were stopped in 2006, to Belarus in 2007.
In addition to these fears, they are supported by the competition which approaches to be a conflict between Russian, and the USA & Europe as they are trying to control the fuel wealth of the northern pole amounting 25% of the international reserves as to fuel and gas.
Terrorism
The 11 th of September, 2001, and its consequences in the USA and its has affected on the USA's international strategy towards the attacking war, considering the terrorism as the focal point of the American external politics; this trend has made the Russian external politics turn to the Euro-Atlantic orientation as Putin has intended to invest the American orientation by making another similar one to support the American strategy.
Russia's goals which it aims from participating in the international antiterrorist campaign, can be outlined in dealing with the USA as a partner which contributes in making the international resolutions, recognizing its powers in the Medium Asia and introducing the war in Chechnya in the range of the antiterrorist war. Despite the Russian support since the first moments of the war declaration against Talban, Russia didn't directly intervene with the coalition countries; thus, this support is ordinary as Washington's success in dropping the Talban regime is supporting Russia's interests as it considers that the fundamentalist power in the Medium Asia constitutes a danger against its national security, as Moscow was accusing Talban of providing the Chechnya's fighters with the military and moral supports. Therefore, Russia, due to its situation, had expected that it would gain political benefits i.e. more support from Washington and the western countries to face the Chechnya's fighters and more economical support to enable Russia accelerate the procedures to join the World Trade Organization WTO.
Soviet Union (Estonia -Latvia -Lithuania), the coordination with NATO has become one of the priorities of the Russian external politics as Russia thinks that the coalition shall be determine an international role for Russia as a nuclear power and passing the obstacles against the development of the Russian army to enable it deal with the new crisis as the Chechnya crisis.
Russia has soon changed its approach for many reasons, the most important one is the individualist politics of the USA after the 11 th September 2011, thus smashing the Russian role when the USA ignored the Russian opposition against the Iraq conquer and the consultation with Russia about Kosovo region.
Conclusion
Though the previous discussion of the Russian-American relations during the period 2000-2008, and the answer for the study question: (what is the prospects of the competition and the cooperation in the Russian-American relations during the period 2000-2008 in relation to the issues and events constituting the axis of those relations?), it illustrates as follows:
The Russian president, since he took over the presidency, has intended to deepen the Euro-Russian orientation in the Russian external politics; thus, in June 2000 he introduced many principles for the Russian external politics called "Putin principle"; in the introduction of those principles, there are the development of Russia's role in a multi-pole world which is not governed by only one major force, and the restoration of the Russia's role in Asia and the Middle East, and not to allow for the West to marginalize the Russian role in the international relations.
But the 11 th September 2011, caused some change in the Russian external politics towards the Euro-Atlantic orientation through supporting the American strategy in its antiterrorist war. Although Russia has changed this trend soon, due to some factors, the most important ones are the Russia's objection against expanding the NATO to include the eastern European countries, the America's try to control the South East Asia which is controlled by Russia, supporting the colored revolutions particularly Georgia and Ukraine as Russia has tried to mix between the Euro-Atlantic trend and the new Euro-Russian one in a new political alloy to achieve an advance international prestige for Russia.
On the other hand, however there are many conflicting and competitive aspects between Russia and America, there are still cooperative aspects between both of them, specially in economy, energy and anti-terrorism.
